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A CRITICISM OF THE GOOD EARTH 

In this prize winning,· novel, Pearl Buck, a modern twentieth century writer 

depicts the primi�ive story of man and l�nd in a. new and living way. It is the 

dramatic story of a Chinese farmer, and his experience as inseperably connected 

with the soil. 

Wang Lung was born� humble Chinese peas�t who found not only his life' s 

work but his very life, ueeply rooted and in sepera bly connected with his land. 

From a poor Chinese farmer who took unto him a slave wi fe, ne arose to be a 

wealthy land owner. But it was not w ithout difficulty , for a faminti struck 

the land which sent them begging to the south. However the invigoratin g smell 

of the fresh spring air a nd his overwhelming love ror his land drew him oack 

to it. Then through flood and famine, uesease and death, troubles and trials, 

he managed, by the increase of land and its productivity, to rest his earth worn 

frame in the comfort of his unanticipat1::d glory--to be a land. lor d himseli'. 

Yet �nrough it all, Wang Lung never ceased �o remem ber t.hat his roots were 

emb1:idded in the Good Earth--t'rom it he was, by it he became, and to it he 

finally uepa.rted in peace. 

The plot of this book wao schematically interwoven into the very fa.bric 

of what appears to be a very common s·cory in such a way that one might say 

that it was profoundly simple. There was never a dul l moment, and yet one 

thing flowed into a nother as �hough it were most natural. At the same time, 

the element of suspence wus not rob bed. from the reader and it was very 

difficult to make any prophecy ol' what might be coming next. The action it

self was ·1-he ot"t repua ted life circle of the Chinese farmer and t11e story it

s elf w as open as a book is to a desirous reader. The hidden mystery , if any, 

was the criptical beauty of drama which was staged anew in the ever living 



story of success, and yet in the most conunon setting and with two of lifes 

most essential elements--man and land. 

I feel like I have met Wang Lung personally. His village, farm, a.nd 

relatives seem to be my next door neighbors. Every character was consistently 

true to narrative form and yet not so much so that one could not expect to 

find such an one if he should go to China. Wang Lung shall always be a friend 

of mine. I feel that I have lived with him, not only through 344 type-written 

pages, but through some fifty years of his life. His ideals were great,, yet 

humanly simple. He was e. man of the land. Soil to him was the source and 

substance of all true riches. Other things were only incidentally related 

to it. When his moral f'ortitude was at its lowest ebb, it took only a thought 

of his land to bring strength to him again. He was a true personality in every 

sense of' the word. Surely, he must have really lived if not a thousand times 

under different names and in sundry lands--but he must have lived. 

Somehow one senses that he has moved in a strange culture for years with

out a single social barrier when he has read this story. The so-called 

orientalisms fa.de away and the genus human nature is everywhere present with

out the specific differences that time, color of skin, customs, geography, and 

languages give to various peoples. Even though the setting is the Chinese farm 

land in the early nineteen hundreds, yet this story is not likely to become old 

too soon. It has a. dateless, placeless aspect about it. 

I enjoyed reading this book, and at t imes lost sight of the fa.ct that it 

was an assignment at all. Therefore, my evaluation would place the book very 

high. The author has achieved success in putting the moral of man's everlasting 

association with the s oil into a new and invigorating setting. Wang Lung through 

hard labor, perspiration, and determination gained a life-long treasure of land 

only to be divided in spoils by his sons in a simple smile at their father's 

dee.th. I felt like shouting, "It isn't fair", but thus is the end of a great story. 
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